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The Web stores huge amounts of data. Additionally the number of stored data is increasing permanently. Hence, while using a
search application, after some time it is likely that users are confronted with unknown instances or properties while triggering
their search questions. From this observation the research challenge is derived, how data can automatically be visualized
for a user without leaving the search application. Here, we will present observations from a search-driven application from
the field of Question Answering on-top of the Web of Data. This Web application is using Wikidata – a data source derived
from Wikipedia – and several other to provide access to general knowledge and specific knowledge from particular domains.
Hence, the size of the data set is very large. The problem is how to tackle the sheer amount of available instances and
properties (volume), the high variety due to the ambiguity of natural language questions, and the broad field represented by a
general-purpose knowledge base.
Data (instances and properties) need to be visualized so that it can be explored with respect to different dimensions and
allowing different granularity. Additionally, feedback interaction points were required to make the system learn over time
and deal with the ambiguity of natural language questions. Concluding, in this paper we will provide an overview of the
challenges we have identified and the derived solutions.

CCS Concepts: • Information systems → Web searching and information discovery; • Human-centered computing →
Human computer interaction (HCI); Visualization systems and tools;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Question Answering, User Interface, Big Data, User Feedback

1 INTRODUCTION
In the past user interfaces (UI) were providing the success to a predictable data set. UI designers and developers
were aware of the variety and volume of the data as well as the velocity of the data. This is fundamentally
changing due to the characteristics of Big Data and Big Data applications. Corresponding challenges were
previously discussed, e.g., in [3, 5, 23]. We primarily use the common classification of the “3Vs of Big Data”
challenges1 (cf., [17]) as used by many other authors ([17, 18, 22]) to highlight some of the challenges from the
visual perspective:

1It is well-known that several other classifications are available, e.g., [23] uses 4V and [7, 21] use 5V.
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• The volume of the data might be beyond the scale a human will ever be capable to process (in this paper
referred as Challenge 1). For example, the number of entities in Wikipedia/Wikidata is around 47 Million2.
Hence, a singular person cannot know all of them nor is it possible to show even fractions of this set in a
search result.

• The variety of the data is expanding in beyond a limit which can be presented in a reasonable way
(Challenge 2). For example, the Wikipedia entity “Florence” (Italian city, located in Tuscany) contains 530
properties3 (e.g., the continent, head of government and the time zone). Hence, even visualizing information
about a single entity need to be addressed to enable a proper user understanding and interaction.

• The velocity of the data is increasing (Challenge 3). For example, data integration process are adding new
instances to the considered data set due to the permanently growing of data in general4.

• Consequently the processes evaluating the data are very complicated and not easy-to-understand for
common users. Hence, the required trust needs to be addressed by interface components providing insights
of the data leading to establish confidence in the provided application. This challenge is not covered by the
3V classification. In this paper, we refer to it as Challenge 4.

In this paper we will provide good practices for applications on-top of Big Data. These insights are derived
from a Question Answering application using the data of the Wikipedia/Wikidata Knowledge Base (KB) to answer
factoid questions. Hence, it covers general knowledge considered to be relevant for mankind (Wikidata: zipped
file size ca. 23 GB5). A concrete example would be to answer a question like “Give me museums in Florence?” using
information contained in a Knowledge Base like Wikidata. As the used data represents actual facts, i.e., knowledge,
we refer to our approach as knowledge-driven.

We elaborate our insights while using the prototypical UI called Trill[9], a user interface that can be used to
display the results of QA systems over large KBs. All screenshots in this publication show Trill combined in the
backend with the QA system WDAqua-core1[10]. A live demo is available under:

www.wdaqua.eu/qa
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a brief overview of related work. The Section 3 and

4 address the challenges mentioned above. The first provides insights to the visualizations while the second
addresses the interaction points built into the UI. Examples of Trill are provided each time to show an example.
Conclusions and future work are provided in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORK
In Big Data environments visualizations are important to cope with the volume, variety and velocity of the data.
For example [1] present visualization techniques to explore the human connectome, i.e., how the neurons in the
human brain are connected. [19] present visualization techniques for scientists to better understand aspects of
tropical meteorology from large-scale spatiotemporal climate simulation data. Finally [16] describes methods for
the visualization of fluid dynamics.
Just a few works offer an enhanced UI although the challenges beyond traditional search are well-known

(e.g., [27]) and addressed by UIs with enhanced visual components (e.g., [15, 21]).
In the domain of QA users also have to deal with huge amounts of data. In the last years a big effort was made

to develop high quality QA systems capable of answering natural language questions using unstructured or
(semi-)structured data. Also in the more particular domain of QA over KBs this is the case. One can count more
then 40 systems evaluated on public available benchmarks. For an exhaustive list we refer to [12]. Most of these

2Number from the 28/04/2018. Updated statistics can be found at www.wikidata.org
3query.wikidata.org/#SELECT%20%28count%28%2a%29%20as%20%3Fc%29%0AWHERE%20%7B%0A%20%20wd%3AQ2044%20%3Fp%20%3Fo%20.%0A%7D
4cf., tools.wmflabs.org/wikidata-todo/stats.php
5cf., wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Database_download
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works focus on the translation of natural language question to formal representations, particularly to SPARQL
queries. Some exceptions that we are aware of are SINA[24], QAKiS[4] and Platypus6. In the following we use
the user interface (UI) named Trill for providing examples. It might be considered as reference implementation
of how to cope with the large amount of data that a user could have to deal with when large answer sets are
computed. While the UI of the above cited QA systems only provide simple representations for the answers, Trill
is able to present answer-data sets from different dimensions and with different granularities.

3 VISUALIZATION
An important aspect in QA over KB is the requirement to present the answers of a possible complex data structure
to a (regular) user. Note that most research focus on the process of answer generation, i.e., to derive from
a natural language question a formal representation (e.g., a SQL query for Relational Database Management
Systems, or SPARQL for triplestores). If this is the first step to make data accessible to end users, it is certainly
not the last. For example, the answer of a SPARQL query is a set of URIs which are the identifiers of the
actual data of the corresponding result item, e.g., the unique identifier of the city of Florence (Italy) is https:
//www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q2044. Via this URI a large numbers of information can be retrieved, e.g., for Florence
there are 530 associated properties. Clearly only some of these can be shown to the user, because the volume and
variety of the data is too large (cf., Challenge 1).

For designing the UI it is required to answer the following question: Which information should be presented
to the user, s.t., it provides an acceptable user experience.

3.1 Aggregation of Answer Sets
In the case of multiple entities we offer three different ways to visualize the answer set. We call these different
ways answer aggregations.

(1) The first aggregates the labels, and consist of the list of labels of the answer items. An example is shown in
Figure 1c.

(2) The second aggregates the pictures of the answer entities. The answer entity depictions are shown near
each other with a small textual label. An example is shown in Figure 1a.

(3) Finally the third aggregation is happening on the geographic coordinate level. We aggregate the geographic
coordinates and we display the points together in a map. By clicking on the points the name of the entity
appears. An example is shown in Figure 1b.

Clearly, this approach addresses the Challenge 1. From (1) – default solutions for representing data – to (2) and
(3).

The aggregation level of images (2) is higher in contrast to textual representations. Additionally visual
representations of a search result item are decreasing the cognitive interpretation time in contrast to textual
representation and the images out of the search context are expected to be identified faster (cf., [2, 6, 25]). Hence,
despite the larger number of images within the viewport of the user it can also be assumed that users will process
the search result visualized by images faster. The aggregation level of a map is even higher. If required, a map of
the whole world can be presented visualizing huge numbers of items (e.g., following [20]).
However, it is not always meaningful to show a particular type of aggregation. While the labels of the items

within the answer set can always be shown, this is not the case for images and geographic coordinates. For
example, for a list of persons the aggregation for geographic coordinates is meaningless although geospatial
properties are attached to a person entity (e.g., location of birth or death, various travel locations). To decide
which aggregation to show the ratio of entities having associated image and geographic coordinates are computed.

6http://sina.aksw.org, http://live.ailao.eu, http://qakis.org/qakis2/, https://askplatyp.us/?
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a) UI element showing the museums in Florence aggre-
gated by image. The user can see for eachmuseum a picture,
the name of the museum and, by clicking con the "i" icon,
get more information about the entity.

b) UI element showing the museums in Florence aggre-
gated by geo-location. The user can see how the museums
are distributed in space.

c) UI element showing the museums in Florence aggre-
gated by label. To get more information about a museum
it suffices to click on the corresponding instance.

d) This figure shows all the information that are shown to
the user for the answer entity “Casa Buonarroti”, a museum
in Florence.

Fig. 1. The figures show ways representing large data sets using the aggregation methodology for multiple entities – a), b),
and c) – using the question “Give me museums in Florence”, while d) is showing the representation of one item of the result
set.
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If the ratio is above a predefined threshold, the corresponding aggregation is displayed. The aggregation are
prioritized as follows:
(1) If the number of available item depictions is beyond the predefined threshold, the depictions are shown.
(2) Else if the number of available geographic coordinates is beyond the predefined threshold, a map showing

the search result items as pins is presented to the user.
(3) Else the list of labels of the items of the result set is shown.

The presented aggregations improve the capabilities to handle Challenge 1, the volume of the data, and thanks
to the adaptation to the type Challenge 2, the variety of the data, is addressed too. Note: By aggregating the
data on high-level concepts and by the adaptation of the information shown depending on the semantic types
associated, also Challenge 3, the velocity, can be handled.

3.2 Answer Set Item
Each of the aggregations allow to explore more in depth a specific entity. We explored existing KBs like Wikidata
and DBpedia and found that there is a number of useful facts that can be directly shown to the user without
being overwhelming. The following information (if available) are shown (cf., Figure 1d):

1 the label of the answer entity in the corresponding language,
2 a textual description retrieved from Wikipedia,
3 a map indicating the location of the entity taken from OpenStreetMap,
4 an image depicting the entity, this represents the best way to immediately identify the answer entity.
5 external links related to the entity are shown like the webpage, the wikipedia entry, to Twitter, to Facebook,

to Instagram, to Google Scholar and ORCID.
Finally for example for songs (like Longview (song by Green Day)) a video is shown.7 These information not
only add context to the answer entity increasing the confidence of a user, but also give direct opportunities to
consume this information which are directly linked to the searched entity.
However, despite the properties manually picked due to the indisputable importance, there might be a huge

number of additional properties (cf., Challenge 2, Section 1). For this reason a mechanism is required to
distinguish more important properties from less important. Consequently we introduces an approach to compute
the top-k most relevant facts for the entity and only present them to the user. These properties are computed
using the SummaServer [14]. This does not only provide some relevant facts to contextualize the entity but also
increase discoverability of the dataset itself. The user can browse through the propose facts and discover the
dataset in a serendipitous way. In Trill k was set to 5 as shown in Figure 1d.
Hence, the answer presentation is also adapting to the properties of data addressing Challenge 1 and

Challenge 2.

4 USER INTERACTION AND FEEDBACK
In this section we are describing the interaction possibility that we implemented in Trill [11]. The goal of
these interaction methods is to handle the huge amount of information which we have to deal with. Note, in
applications built upon Big Data mostly collecting feedback is crucial due to underlying AI algorithms (here the
Question Answering) and its improvement.8 Hence, each user feedback is added to the training data to be used
for improving the search quality (cf., [26]) after the next release of the UI.9 This follows the high-level intention
to increase the data accessibility by improving the system’s quality (over time) w.r.t. computed answer set while
7Longview (song by Green Day)
8In Trill the collected log files are used to construct a new benchmark calledWDAqua-core0 that is described in [13] and is available under [8].
9Note, even “wrong” feedback of users will not crash this approach as machine learning algorithms are capable of handling conflicting data.
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a) Whenever a user asks a question, a simple box is appearing asking feedback to the user. It can be seen in the lower part of
this figure.

b) The “Did you mean” functionality allows a user to interact with the QA system to specify specific entities the question
refereed to. The interpretation is then adjusted.

c) Expert users that understand SPARQL can choose between all generated SPARQL query generated by the question
answering system. By clicking on the corresponding SPARQL query the answer set is recomputed.

Fig. 2. Different types of user feedback interfaces that are integrated into Trill. a) shows a very simple user feedback interface
that is used to collect training data. b), c) present interfaces that can be used when the question is ambiguous.
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exploiting the user interaction. Hence, implementing touchpoints for users needs to be addressed. Here, three
methods for feedback collection are presented.
The first interaction method is addressing common user (i). Therefore, the requirements for interaction are

kept intentionally very low. When a user asks a question and the answer is computed, a easy-to-understand form
is shown presenting the user the option to provide feedback whether the computed answer is correct or wrong.
An example is given in Figure 2a.

The second interaction is used to engage the user when the question was not interpreted correctly by the QA
system. To deal with them we offer two interfaces. One addresses experienced end users and the other one expert
users (i.e., users that are able to understand the technical query language used in the backend).
Experienced end users can interact with the QA system to specify specific entities the question referred to,

i.e., they are clarifying the context/interpretation of the current question (ii). Note that this problem particularly
arises on KBs containing large volumes of data since the user’s question can be interpreted in many different
ways (e.g., the question “How old is Paris?” might be interpreted as the request for the age of a place, a person, a
mythical hero, etc.). The interpretation is then adjusted. An example is given in Figure 2b.

In the expert interface (iii) multiple queries generated by the QA systems are listed (in Trill: SPARQL queries
are shown). By clicking on them an expert user triggers the computation and visualization of the corresponding
answer set. This way an expert user can interact with the system and find an answer even if the system could not
directly provide one. An example is given in Figure 2c.
While providing these user touchpoints – (i), (ii), and (iii) – we are addressing Challenge 4.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper we gave an overview about typical challenges which need to be addressed while implementing
applications driven by Big Data. To provide insights to the good practices experienced, we used a real-world
question answering system to address the four identified challenges while establishing applications on-top of
Big Data. The system covered the collected requirements w.r.t. (i) the presentable number of data elements in a
result set (aggregation), (ii) the variety of the property of data elements (selection), and (iii) different depth of
involvement derived from the capabilities of the expected user groups (regular user, experienced user, expert user).
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